CALL FOR APPLICATIONS

ACADEMIC YEAR 2022-2023

The Fondation Sciences Mathématiques de Paris (FSMP), is accepting applications for its various programs in support of research and training in mathematical sciences in its affiliated laboratories in the Paris area. Senior and junior scientists in mathematics and fundamental computer science as well as graduate students are welcome to apply to any of the following programs that correspond to their career situation.

Online applications starting on
October 1st, 2021

www.sciencesmaths-paris.fr

Email: contact@fsmp.fr

Research Chair of Excellence
Creating lasting collaborations between outstanding mathematicians
◆ 1 to 4 laureates / year
◆ 4 to 12-month stays in Paris
◆ Net salary: from 4 700 € to 6 200 € / month plus health insurance
◆ Budget dedicated to scientific activities

Distinguished Professor Fellowships
Facilitating exchanges between mathematicians
◆ ± 12 researchers invited every year
◆ 2 to 3-month stays in Paris
◆ Local and travel expenses covered

Postdoctoral program
Providing opportunities in Paris for the most talented young mathematicians
◆ 20 laureates / year
◆ 1 or 2-year positions
◆ Net salary: 2 500 € / month plus health insurance

Doctoral allowances
Welcoming excellent students in Paris with MathInParis international doctoral training cofunded by Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions
◆ 20 laureates / year
◆ 3-year allowances
◆ Net salary: 1 450 € (min) / month plus health insurance

Paris Graduate School of Mathematical Sciences
High level training for master students
◆ ± 30 laureates / year
◆ 1 or 2-year scholarships
◆ Scholarship: 1 100 € / month plus health insurance, travel expenses and housing assistance